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IMMEDIATELY

BROWN AND TOLLE WILL
PERFORM DANCE CONCERT

Nancy Brooks Schmitz/jg
243-4641
6/18/79
local

MISSOULA-Beverly Brown and Roger Tolle will perform a dance concert of solos and duets
from the repertory of the Beverly Brown Dancensemble: Theatre for Bodies and Voices,
at the University of Montana Saturday, June 23.
in the University Theatre.

The performance will be at 8:15 p.m.

Tickets will be available at the theatre prior to the

concert.
Body/Voice Theatre combines rhythmic, sensuous movement, chanting, and vocal
sound textures (both verbal and non-verbal) with percussion and synthesizer to create
a modern dance theatre that is both ancient ritual and contemporary nature poetry.
The program Saturday will range from "Body Music," a joyous celebration of
rhythm, to "Balada," a strikingly contemporary love duet whose title comes from the
old French word meaning "song sung while dancing."

Brown will perform her classic

solo "Whelk Woman" inspired by a spiralic sea snail from the coast of North Carolina,
and a long time favorite in her repertory, as well as "The Reason Why: Dragonfly,"
a surreal lamentation which darts from the fragile to the intense.
Brown, a soloist for many years with the Erick Hawkins Dance Company, has been
creating Body/Voice Theatre since 1974.

Her work has been described as "powerful

and elemental, containing sparing, often haunting images closely tied to nature."
She has been the recipient of choreographic grants from the New York State Council
on the Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts.
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Tolle, formerly a principal dancer with the Concert Dance Company of Boston,
has been performing Body/Voice Theatre since 1977.
During the summer of 1978, Brown and Tolle performed and taught at Southern
Illinois University and at the American Dance Festival in Durham, N.C., where they
also participated as guest choreographer/performers in the Television Workshop.
are teaching a workshop at the UM June 18-July 13.

They

They just completed a teaching

workshop at George Washington University in Washington, D. C.
The music and sound scores for Brown's work are created specially for the dances,
either by Brown and her dancers or by composers from the contemporary music scene in
New York City.

G. Lindahl, singer turned composer, is one of the core energies at

PASS (Public Access Synthesizer Studio).

His knowledge of traditional western vocal

music contributed to the development of the vocal score of "Balada," which he
offset beautifully by carefully chosen synthesizer sounds.
Beverly Brown and Roger Tolle are two of the artists-in-residence at the UM
during summer session.

In addition to this concert, they will be teaching

Intermediate and Advanced Modern Technique, Sound and Movement Improvisation, Dance
Composition, and Repertory.

An informal concert will be presented in July

featuring the work produced in both the Composition and the Repertory classes.
Further information is available from the Dance Division Office, 243-4641.
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